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12 December 2018
To: Members of the Public Accountability Board
This matter is being dealt with by:
email:

Direct Line:

Dear Colleague
Public Accountability Board
You are invited to attend the next meeting of the Public Accountability Board which will
be held on Tuesday 18th December, 2018 at 10.00 am at the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner, 5 Carbrook House, Carbrook, Sheffield, S9 2EH.
The agenda and supporting papers are attached.
Car parking will be available.
Yours sincerely

Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
Enc.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD
TUESDAY 18TH DECEMBER 2018 AT 10.00 AM
OFFICE OF THE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER
5 CARBROOK HOUSE, CARBROOK, SHEFFIELD, S9 2EH
AGENDA
Item

Page

1

Welcome and Apologies

Dr A Billings Verbal

2

Filming Notification

Dr A Billings Verbal

This meeting is being filmed as part of the pilot to
broadcast the meeting on our website. Whilst the
recording of this meeting will not be published it is
anticipated that in the future recordings of this may
be uploaded onto the website.
The OPCC operates in accordance with the Data
Protection Act. Data collected during the filming will
be retained in accordance with the OPCC’s
published policy.
Therefore by entering the meeting room, you are
consenting to being filmed and to the possible use
of those images and sound recordings for
publication on our website and/or training purposes.
3

Announcements

Dr A Billings Verbal

4

Public Questions

TBC

5

Urgent Items

Dr A Billings Verbal

6

Items to be considered in the Absence of the Public
and Press - NONE

Dr A Billings

THAT, using the principles identified under section
100A (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the
public be excluded from the meeting for the
following items of business, on the grounds that they
involve the likely disclosure of exempt information
as specified in the relevant paragraphs of Part 1 of
Schedule 12A to the Act, as amended, or that they
are otherwise operationally sensitive or would attract
an exemption under the Freedom of Information Act
2000.
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7

Declarations of Interest

Dr A Billings Verbal

8

Minutes of the meeting of the Public Accountability
Board held on 27 November 2018

Dr A Billings 1 - 12

9

Matters Arising/Actions

M Buttery 13 - 14

10

PAB Work Programme

M Buttery 15 - 18

Police & Crime Plan Delivery 2018/19
11

Homelessness

S Barton Presentation

12

Force Performance - Sheffield District Summary
Update

S Barton 19 - 44

13

Force Performance against Safer Communities
outcomes of the Police and Crime Plan

M Roberts 45 - 56

PCC's Strategic & Financial Planning Process 2019/20
14

Strategic Planning

E Redfearn Verbal

15

Precept Consultation 2019/20

F Topliss To Follow

16

Draft Police and Crime Plan (Refreshed April 2019)

M Buttery To Follow

Other Assurance Reports (by Exception)
17

Safeguarding Children and the Promotion of Child
Welfare

18

Independent Ethics Panel

J Abdy 57 - 62
A Lockley 63 - 66

PCC Decisions outside of PAB
19

PCC Decisions

20

Any Other Business - to be notified at the beginning
of the meeting

21

Date and Time of Next Meeting
29 January 2019 at 2pm, Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner, 5 Carbrook Hall Road,
Carbrook, Sheffield, S9 2EH.

E Redfearn 67 - 68

Agenda Item 8
SOUTH YORKSHIRE’S POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER
PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD
27 NOVEMBER 2018
PRESENT:

Dr Alan Billings (Police and Crime Commissioner)
Michelle Buttery (Chief Executive and Solicitor - OPCC)
Michael Clements (Chief Finance and Commissioning Officer OPCC)
Mark Roberts (Deputy Chief Constable - SYP)
Lauren Poultney (Assistant Chief Constable - SYP)
Alison Fletcher (Office Manager - SYP)
Carrie Goodwin (Head of Corporate Communications - SYP)
Nigel Hiller (Director of Finance)
Sally Parkin (Business Manager)
Fiona Topliss (Community Engagement & Communications
Manager)
Scott Green (Chief Superintendent – SYP)
Kevin Wright (Evaluation and Scrutiny Officer – OPCC)
Apologies for absence were received from: Tim Forber, David
Hartley, Melvyn Lunn, Erika Redfearn, Sara Slater, Stephen
Watson, Zaiada Bibi and Rob Winter

1

WELCOME AND APOLOGIES
The Commissioner welcomed those present at the meeting.

2

FILMING NOTIFICATION
The Commissioner informed attendees that the meeting was being filmed and may
be uploaded onto his website. By entering the meeting room, attendees are
consenting to being filmed and to the possible use of those images and sound
recordings for publication on our website and/or training purposes.

3

ANNOUNCEMENTS
There were no announcements.

4

PUBLIC QUESTIONS
There were no public questions.

5

URGENT ITEMS
There were no urgent items.

6

ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PUBLIC AND PRESS
There were no items to be considered in the Absence of the Public and Press.
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7

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest.

8

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD HELD
ON 27 SEPTEMBER 2018
The minutes of the last meeting were agreed as an accurate record, subject to the
following amendments on page 4, Force Performance – Rotherham District
Summary Update:
Third paragraph, sixth sentence to read M Roberts highlighted that satisfaction, as
people progress through the court process, is dependent on a number of agencies
not just the police.

9

MATTERS ARISING/ACTIONS
332

344

348

349

350

351

S Barton to raise court sanctions for people sleeping on the
streets at the Local Criminal Justice Board.
28/08/18 – Ongoing. Action to be transferred to T Forber who will
report back following the next LCJB on 4 October 2018.
27/09/18 – M Buttery confirmed that sentences are being given in
line with sentencing guidelines and therefore suggested that the
action be amended for it to be raised at the Countywide
Community Forum, adding that an excellent presentation had
been given by Stuart around homelessness at the Sheffield City
forum and suggested this could be brought to a future PAB.
29/10/18 – T Forber suggested this needed to go to the South
Yorkshire Strategic Safeguarding Partnership rather than the
Countywide Community Forum. T Forber to report back following
the meeting on 10 December. DISCHARGE
F Topliss to look at the monthly online chat forum undertaken by
the Doncaster East Neighbourhood Team.
29/10/2018 – F Topliss to prepare a note for the PCC
19/11/2018 – Information provided to the PCC. DISCHARGE
S Chapman to provide a copy of the shared performance report
referred to in paragraph 4.10 of the report
27/11/2018 – M Buttery to discuss with M Roberts outside of the
meeting. DISCHARGE
M Buttery to speak to M Roberts outside of the meeting in relation
to the work taking place around cyber-crime in the North East
region
15/11/2018 – Discussed at Management Board. DISCHARGE
M Buttery would discuss the gaps in data around serious and
organised crime for the performance framework with T Forber
27/11/2018 – M Buttery and T Forber to meet next week.
DISCHARGE
Consideration would be given to the questions in the Your Voice
Counts survey to better understand the declining levels of
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confidence in the criminal justice system
27/11/2018 - ongoing
10

PAB WORK PROGRAMME
M Buttery presented the next three months of the PAB work programme which is
circulated in advance of the meeting.

11

FORCE PERFORMANCE - BARNSLEY DISTRICT SUMMARY PERFORMANCE
UPDATE
A report of the Chief Constable was presented to the Board. The purpose of the
report was to provide a brief update in relation to local operationally based delivery
of the Police and Crime Plan in Barnsley, in line with the reporting requirements.
S Green highlighted that there had been a sustained reduction in Serious
Acquisitive Crime (SAC), such as burglary and robbery, across Barnsley. This is
directly linked to the collective activities of Neighbourhood Policing, proactivity
around offender management and strong investigative delivery following the return
of CID to local command.
Barnsley has seen 100 fewer residential burglaries in the last year. This follows a
change in definition for residential burglary. The Commissioner highlighted that
residential burglaries in South Yorkshire were high compared to the rest of the
country. M Roberts confirmed that South Yorkshire was more in line with its Most
Similar Group (MSG) and was one of the few Forces showing a decrease.
S Green highlighted that a large number of residential burglaries were shed breakins rather than house burglaries. The Commissioner asked what the split was
between shed break-ins and house burglaries, S Green thought this was about
50/50. It was acknowledge that shed break-ins were less intrusive.
Barnsley District has developed a detailed action plan to improve victim
satisfaction. This has been enhanced by a more focused 12-week Delivery Plan.
Satisfaction levels have seen a slight dip in recent months but overall satisfaction
for Burglary (Dwelling) remains high at 87%.
A discuss took place around the increase in resources for Neighbourhood Policing.
Under the previous Local Policing Unit model for Barnsley, the Neighbourhood
Policing offer consisted of:





2 x Inspector
0 x Sergeant
0 x Police Constables
42 PCSOs (8 externally funded by BMBC)

Under the current Neighbourhood Policing offer, which includes both
Neighbourhood Policing Teams and the multi-agency Safer Neighbourhood Service
(SNS), it now consists of:
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2 x Inspectors
6 x Sergeants (1in the SNS and 5 on NHP Teams)
25 x PCs (5 in the SNS and 18 on NHP Teams)
42 PCSOs (8 externally funded by BMBC)
1 x Licensing Officer
1 x Hate Crime Officer
1 Designing Out Crime Officer
1 x Partnership Analyst

This is an additional 35 staff and officers.
Barnsley’s collective ambition is to create a further Neighbourhood Policing Team
and reopen Cudworth Police Station as a Neighbourhood base.
S Green highlighted that from May 2018 to September 2018, Barnsley experienced
4 homicides, a high profile critical incident in the Town Centre and a fatal road
traffic collision. The sustained demand reduction from the Neighbourhood Policing
Teams has meant that the District has been able to deal with the increased
demand from these incidents. Similarly, the District has also been able to monitor
closely any emerging community tensions.
The perception and actual use of Spice in the Town Centre remains a concern. A
significant amount of partnership working in relation to dealing with the issues
associated with Spice is taking place. There have been successes in terms of
arrests of those involved in Drugs Supply offences and discussions remain ongoing
with partners regarding innovative approaches to dealing with Spice as a broad
partnership issue.
The Commissioner enquired about a new drug called ‘Monkey Dust’ which he had
heard was stronger than Spice. M Roberts highlighted the difficulty in identifying
what drugs had been taken and confirmed that it was difficult to generalise.
To enhance engagement the District has re-introduced online Partners and
Communities Together (PACT) meetings. S Green highlighted that this was an
additional tool and would not be used all the time. The Commissioner enquired
whether the information obtained at PACT meetings was addressed. S Green
confirmed that issues were progressed.
Whist there has been significant national coverage regarding violent crime,
Barnsley has seen no significant increase and nothing that can be linked to gang or
organised criminality. Similarly, Barnsley records the lowest knife crime, firearms,
drug offences and personal robbery rates across the Force.
12

FORCE PERFORMANCE - EFFICIENCY, EFFECTIVENESS AND VALUE FOR
MONEY
A report of the Chief Constable was presented to the Board. The purpose of the
report was to provide an update on the progress South Yorkshire Police has made
to meet the requirements of the Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan (20172021) regarding Efficiency, Effectiveness and value for money.
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The Commissioner thanked N Hiller for the report.
N Hiller highlighted that the Commissioner and Chief Constable had been assessed
for the year 2017/18 as being Value for Money by KPMG, the Commissioner and
Chief Constable’s auditors, as part of the audit on the annual accounts.
During the period 2010/11 to date, South Yorkshire Police received a 30%
reduction in government policing grant, which in real terms was a 21% reduction in
total resources. South Yorkshire has seen greater reductions in resources than all
but 6 other Forces. The Force has made savings of around £84m per annum.
The Force evaluate collaborative activity using the Collaboration Review
Framework to provide assurance and recommendations to both the Chief
Constable and the Commissioner. A number of recommendations have been
approved and progressed which has led to both increased effectiveness and
efficiency while also providing a stronger base for which the Force can evidence
successful collaborative working. Agreement has also been reached at an
executive level with the six other police forces in the North East to use the
framework as a collective tool to review regional collaboration.
N Hiller highlighted some of the non-cashable efficiencies made by districts and
departments including; no longer detaining mental health patients in its custody
suites which was time and resource intensive and Sheffield District introducing a
local demand management unit to address time-consuming administrative
processes to reduce outstanding crimes and incidents and the impact on frontline
staff. This also provides a location that staff can move into as part of a recuperative
plan for return to work or avoid absence from work.
The Commissioner confirmed that it was right to highlight non cashable savings.
To improve transparency and public accountability, the Force has produced a
summary statement of accounts and sets of accounts which are far more visually
exciting and appealing.
N Hiller highlighted that Geoff Berrett, Head of Finance, will be retiring at
Christmas. The Force is making the most of this opportunity to re-examine existing
staffing structures with a view to improving the efficiency of the Finance function
and its effectiveness in meeting organisational needs.
The Commissioner thanked Geoff Berrett and wished him well for the future.
South Yorkshire Police jointly with South Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service has
appointed a joint Head of Estates. A revised Estates Strategy is being developed
and will underpin the Force’s strategic resource planning. It will also be a key
element of the Force’s Capital Strategy and Capital Programme.
A new post, has been created jointly with the Fire and Rescue Service to manage
more comprehensively the day to day management and maintenance of the joint
estates.
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South Yorkshire Police has a detailed savings plan which for 2018/19 anticipates
the Force delivering £6.1m. As at the 31 October 2018, the Force is confident that
£5.8m of those savings have been implemented.
N Hiller confirmed there had been some slippage of the Capital Programme,
however, the Strategic Resourcing Board is now proactively managing it more than
in previous years.
The Procurement Team have taken on the role of national commercial leads for the
Fleet Category.
South Yorkshire Police is at the end of the 5 year IT Strategy which was created by
the joint service with Humberside Police. Since the departments creation it has
delivered Revenue Savings of £6.5m and Capital avoidance of £6m.
The Head of IS has recently produced a new IS Strategy.
Smart Contact has gone live and Connect is being upgraded subject to successful
testing. Preparations are underway for the full scale deployment of body worn
video using the experience gained deploying the same technology in Humberside
Police.
The Commissioner enquired about Smart Contact and whether the public will have
noticed any changes. L Poultney confirmed that the first stage was changes to the
hardware and the public will not have noticed any changes. The call back facility
will be tested over the next few weeks and she was hoping this would be rolled out
before Christmas. Once this is in place the Force will inform the public.
N Hiller highlighted the importance the Force places on wellbeing.
There has been recent developments with the Yorkshire Ambulance Service (YAS)
around partnership demand. Anonymised data has been shared which will allow
YAS and police data to be layered onto one map to better identify for example,
hotspots, trends or hidden demand which can then inform resource location.
A recent visit from Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue
Service recognised the considerable progress made to understand the Force’s
capacity and capability in order to allow resources to be matched to demand and
aligned to workforce costs. This resulted in a Cause for Concern being removed.
The Commissioner acknowledged that it was good to have a detailed overview but
suggested that next time the report concentrated on a few key areas.
IT WAS AGREED THAT:
The next Efficiency, Effectiveness and Value for Money report concentrate on
a few key areas
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13

STRATEGIC PLANNING UPDATE
This item was covered under item 14.

14

POLICE AND CRIME PLAN PRIORITIES
M Buttery presented a report which aimed to inform the Board and therefore the
public about the emerging policing and crime priorities that are likely to be reflected
in the renewal of the Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan in April 2019.
The Commissioner issued a new Police and Crime Plan (Plan) following his reelection in May 2016, with a renewed focus on protecting the most vulnerable,
partnership working and improving communities’ trust and confidence in policing
services in South Yorkshire.
The Commissioner has renewed his Plan each year to take account of changing
and emerging policing and crime priorities.
The Commissioner’s three priorities have remained the same but other things have
changed: demand on the police is growing and changing, government funding in
real terms is reducing and other public services are shrinking – putting greater
pressures on the police to do more and more non-crime work – such as searching
for missing people
The analysis of current and future crime threats and community concerns, focuses
on the following areas:









Serious violent crime (especially knife crime)
Gangs and drug use / drug markets
Vulnerable people and young people
Burglary and other acquisitive crimes
Spice and other substance use in our town centres and city
The policing of protests
Improved community engagement
Improved 101 service

The Commissioner has also indicated that he wants to continue supporting the
restoration of neighbourhood policing, improving efficiency – e.g. the introduction of
new IT to enable greater productivity and forging stronger collaboration with
partners, not least the Fire and Rescue Service.
M Buttery highlighted that an early draft of the narrative had been shared with the
Chief Constable. M Buttery will now lead the work with the Deputy Chief Constable
to further focus the Commissioner’s priority areas, and develop the performance
measures.
M Roberts confirmed that all the areas highlighted were relevant but a tiered
approach would be required due to a each area of focus differing in different areas
of the county. He highlighted the increased pressure being put on public services
and that resources were not going to improve.
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M Roberts agreed to give due consideration to the areas of focus but did not want
to over promise.
In relation to child criminal exploitation M Roberts highlighted that this was a
different issue for South Yorkshire than most other forces and required a
proportionate response. The Force is better structured to look at these types of
issues now.
M Buttery confirmed that strategic planning was running in parallel with the budget
process. Work is ongoing to determine next years budget requirements and
Medium Term Financial Strategy. The announcement on the Commissioner’s
discretion to increase the Council Tax Precept is critical to this process.
The police settlement announcement is expected on 6 December.
The next financial year is uncertain and budget scenarios are currently being
developed which will provide a range of options for the Commissioner.
Information on the Council Tax Precept will be brought to the next Public
Accountability Board on 18 December.
The January Public Accountability Board will cover the budget and Council Tax
Precept ahead of the Police and Crime Panel on 4 February 2019.
The Police and Crime Panel have a budget working group which is kept informed of
developments ahead of any formal meetings.
The Commissioner highlighted that previously the police service was asked by
government to keep the precept down but now the Government was asking Police
and Crime Commissioners to increase the precept by the maximum amount.
15

PRECEPT CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT PLAN
F Topliss presented the Commissioner’s Precept Consultation and Engagement
Plan. The Plan outlines the process the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner will undertake to seek the views of the public and local elected
members.
Consultation with the public takes place throughout the year. Between February
and November people are asked to vote on whether they think SYP provides good
value for money.
So far, this year the public seem to be aware of the pressure on the police service
and there appears to be a reluctant acceptance that the precept will increase.
Once the Government grant has been announced the Commissioner’s
Engagement Team will consult on the level of precept for South Yorkshire to obtain
a consensus of opinion before the Commissioner consults with elected members
and makes a decision on the level of the precept.
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The Police and Crime Panel review the Commissioner’s proposed level of council
tax precept and make its recommendations in February, before the Commissioner
finalises the budget for the coming year.
The Engagement Team uses a number of consultation methods including face-toface, online surveys, webchats and proactive media. F Topliss highlighted that
support will be needed from South Yorkshire Police to promote the precept survey
via social media to ensure it gets out to as many residents as possible through their
larger social media audiences.
The Commissioner acknowledged the realism from the public in relation to what
resources are available and highlighted the investment made in Neighbourhood
Policing.
IT WAS AGREED THAT:
The Force support the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s precept
consultation by promoting the survey via their social media channels
16

OPTIONS FOR FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE GOVERNANCE IN SOUTH
YORKSHIRE
M Buttery presented an update report on the options for the Commissioner’s
involvement in governance of the Fire and Rescue Services.
M Buttery had been working with an independent consultant to prepare a scoping
document for the Commissioner to enable him to consider his next steps. This
document deliberately did not arrive at any conclusion, but outlined the advantages
and disadvantages for South Yorkshire of each of the options for Fire and Rescue
governance. The report is now available.
M Buttery highlighted the following sections in the report:


The executive summary at page 7 of the supplementary pack, which
included information on the Commissioner’s input to the South Yorkshire
Leaders’ meeting on 20 July 2018.



Page 9 which sets out the Police and Crime Commissioners who have
already taken on, or are proposing to take on, responsibility for the
governance of fire and rescue services under the provisions of the 2017 Act.



Pages 10 and 11 which show the activity and progress already made.



Why a change in governance might be needed at page 11, current pace of
progress, current ambition and efficiency.



Page 17 which identifies the critical success factors as the basis for
assessing each of the three models of governance:
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1. Provision of clear strategic aims to drive transformative change for
South Yorkshire
2. Provision of effective and timely decision-making in support of these
strategic aims
3. Improved and more visible oversight, scrutiny and public
accountability
4. Greater pace, breadth and depth of collaboration to achieve
transformative change
5. Better use of resources to allow re-investment in frontline services


A high level summary of the themes raised consistently in discussion with
those consulted at page 18.

The Commissioner thanked everyone who had been involved in the exercise.
The Commissioner confirmed that having considered the report he does not believe
that the benefits of the Single Employer Model outweigh the disadvantages. He
does however; consider that further and faster progress with collaboration could be
achieved.
One of the ways the Commissioner thinks this may be achieved is for the Fire and
Rescue Authority to consider giving the chair of the Fire and Rescue Authority the
authority to make decisions at the Police and Fire Collaboration Board.
If the Fire and Rescue Authority are agreeable to this he would see no overriding
reason to pursue a change to the governance arrangements at this time; but if not,
he would favour making a business case for the Governance Model going forward.
A Lockley queried the legal position of the Chair of the Fire and Rescue Authority
and whether delegations could be made. The Commissioner confirmed he was not
looking for a change in legal position. He is asking for the Chair to receive backing
to be able to make decisions at the Police and Fire Collaboration Board once
decisions in principle had been made by the full Authority early enough in the
collaboration journey.
A Lockley asked whether the Independent Ethics Panel and the Joint Independent
Audit Committee would have any role in the process. M Buttery confirmed that this
would be considered as part of the assurance mapping.
17

INDEPENDENT CUSTODY VISITORS
S Parkin presented a report on the Commissioner’s Independent Custody Visiting
Scheme.
S Parkin informed the Board that the main areas of concern for the Independent
Custody Visitors (ICVs) was in relation to the new Connect IT system. Custody
staff are unable to print off a list of custody numbers of detainees in the cells when
ICVs arrive to undertake their visit. This has resulted in custody staff having to
manually produce a list which is taking up a considerable amount of time. ICVs are
also concerned by the amount of time it is taking to view the Custody Record on
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Connect again this is tying up custody staff. These issues are currently being
considered by Chief Inspector Aziz.
Doncaster ICVs continue to raise concerns about the condition of the Doncaster
Custody Suite. This is being considered as part of the Capital Programme.
Future work includes the development of the Animal Welfare Scheme, ensuring the
South Yorkshire ICV scheme is statutorily complaint and development of the report
form.
S Parkin highlighted the attached Annual Report 2017/18. This is the first time an
Annual Report has been produced and shows that during 2017/18 ICVs conducted
137 and saw over 750 detainees.
The Commissioner thanked S Parkin and L Crowley for the work they had done on
the ICV Scheme. He informed the Board that he had attended one of the ICVs
training session and been impressed by the ICVs dedication and commitment to
scheme.
The Commissioner queried the time ICVs undertook their visits with no visits taking
place after 11pm. This is something which is currently being discussed with ICVs.
18

PCC DECISION REPORT
The decisions set out in the report were noted.

19

ANY OTHER BUSINESS - TO BE NOTIFIED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
MEETING

20

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
18 December 2018 at 10am, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner, 5
Carbrook Hall Road, Carbrook, Sheffield, S9 2EH.
CHAIR
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Date of
meeting

332

26/07/2018

348

29/10/2018

350

29/10/2018

351

29/10/2018

352

27/11/2018

353

27/11/2018

Update
Matter arising/action

Owner

T Forber to raise court sanctions for people sleeping on 28/08/18 - Ongoing - action to be transferred to T
Forber who will report back following the next LCJB
the streets at the Local Criminal Justice Board
on the 4 October.
27/09/2018 - M Buttery confirmed that sentences
are being given in line with sentencing guidelines
and therefore suggested that the action be
amended for it to be raised at the Countywide
Community Forum, adding that an excellent
presentation had been given by Stuart around
homelessness at the Sheffield City Forum and
suggested this could be brought to a future PAB
19/11/18 Date to be agreed and be included on the
work programme. DISCHARGE
T Forber
S Chapman to provide a copy of the shared
S Chapman
performance report referred to in paragraph 4.10 of the
report
M Buttery would discuss the gaps in data around
serious and organised crime for the performance
framework with T Forber
M Buttery
Consideration would be given to the questions in the
F Topliss/
19/11/18 FT and LM to progress with SYP
Your Voice Counts survey to better understand the
L Mayhew
declining levels of confidence in the criminal justice
system
The next Efficiency, Effectiveness and value for Money
report to concentrate on a few key areas.
M Roberts
Force to support the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner's precept consultation by promoting the
C Goodwin
survey via their social media channels.

Complete (Y/N)

Y
Y

Y
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3 MONTH ROLLING WORK PROGRAMME
PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD (PAB)
JANUARY 2019 TO MARCH 2019
MEETING DATE: 29 JANUARY 2019 AT 1400 HOURS
OPCC
SYP
Purpose
Force Performance against Trust and

Provide update to PCC re Force progress towards outcomes of Police
Confidence in Policing and Crime Services
& Crime Plan in format agreed
outcomes of Police and Crime Plan
PCC Decisions


To seek PCC approval / agreement to proposals as requested (to be
notified 10 working days before date of meeting)
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3 MONTH ROLLING WORK PROGRAMME
PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD (PAB)
JANUARY 2019 TO MARCH 2019
MEETING DATE: 26 FEBRUARY AT 1000 HOURS
OPCC
SYP
Purpose
Force Performance against Serious and

Provide update to PCC re Force progress towards outcomes of Police
Organised Crime outcomes of Police and Crime
& Crime Plan
Plan
PCC Decisions


To seek PCC approval / agreement to proposals as requested (to be
notified 10 working days before date of meeting)
Notified
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Police and crime Plan Refresh 2019/20





Budget (including Reserves & Treasury
Management Strategy) and Council Tax
Precept 2019/20



PCC to formally agree the final content of the Police and Crime Plan
and determine the budget and council tax precept.

UPDATED 2018-12-11

3 MONTH ROLLING WORK PROGRAMME
PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD (PAB)
JANUARY 2019 TO MARCH 2019
MEETING DATE: 26 MARCH AT 1000 HOURS
OPCC SYP
Purpose
Force performance against Safer Communities

Provide update to PCC re Force progress towards outcomes of Police &
outcomes of the Police and Crime Plan
Crime Plan
PCC Decisions


To seek PCC approval / agreement to proposals as requested (to be
notified 10 working days before date of meeting)
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Agenda Item 12

PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD
December 2018

SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE REPORT

SHEFFIELD DISTRICT OPERATIONAL DELIVERY UPDATE

Chief Officer Lead:
Deputy Chief Constable Mark Roberts
Report Author:
Chief Superintendent Stuart Barton
Sheffield District Commander
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1.0

Executive Summary

1.1

Over the last few months Sheffield has continued to strengthen its approach to policing the city,
building on the newly introduced localised model of Neighbourhood Policing and Criminal
Investigation Teams.

1.2

Connectivity with communities and partners goes from strength to strength allowing our people
the ability to tackle demand generating individuals, premises and areas, through coordinated
problem solving approaches.

1.3

The return of specialised investigators to District has allowed for greater scrutiny of crime and
offenders, offering an enhanced victim focused serviced.

Coupled with the introduction of a

partnership response to serious and organised crime, Sheffield now has a platform to tackle groups
that have targeted the vulnerable without fear of consequences.
1.4

Unfortunately, as with any large city, Sheffield has seen the tragic loss of lives since the last Public
Accountability Board. The fatal crash in Darnall only a few weeks ago drew local and national
media attention, rocking the local community and devastating the lives of two families. Whilst
tragic and incomprehensible, the community response was without question a reflection of the
cohesive spirit of the city.

1.5

Over the coming weeks, during what will be a busy festive period, the District Command Team at
Sheffield will continue to strive to deliver for the people of Sheffield. Our aim is to ensure this
period is enjoyed by all as police officers, police staff and partners work to provide confidence in
our services at this time of year.
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2.0

Neighbourhood Policing

2.1

Overview

2.1.1 The roll out of Neighbourhood Policing Teams in Sheffield started 12 months ago and is now
embedded into local communities. Feedback from the public, elected officials and partners in
response to the reintroduction of a Neighbourhood Model continues to be positive. The Model
will continue to develop and expand with the introduction of additional staff based at Deepcar in
the New Year a decision, and move that has been welcomed by elected members and the
community.
2.1.2 The recent Sheffield Awards provided further testimony to the work that is ongoing within our
small but productive teams. Out of all the teams nominated it was the “The Manor Neighbourhood
Team”, voted for by their peers, that were successful in winning the “Team of The Year”.
2.1.3

Within a short period of time, Op Shield continues to gather momentum in the Gleadless area of
Sheffield. We have seen clear reductions in the numbers of burglary with over 350 residential
properties marked. This continues to be a partnership initiative and we are pursuing ways to
develop a bank of volunteers who could be trained to deliver the property marking product.

2.1.4

Sheffield continues to utilise the opportunities offered through the Community Payback schemes
where offenders undertake unpaid work as part of their community sentence. Sheffield has
increased the number of schemes ranging from the clearance of fly tipping, graffiti removal,
repairs and community events. All the initiatives have been well received by the community.

2.2

Engagement

2.2.1

Sheffield District launched the Pop in Police Station (PIP) Initiative earlier this year, an idea
that has now been adopted across South Yorkshire. Teams hold at least two PIPs every week
held in a range of venues, including doctor’s surgeries working in conjunction with the
Sheffield Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG). In comparison to “old style” police surgeries
held within stations, attendance has been significantly higher and allowed a footprint into
challenging areas. The next steps are to encourage greater attendance from partners.
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2.2.2

The number of SYP Alerts have grown significantly since March 2018 from 2,020 to 5,827 with
an average of 183 alerts per month. Teams provide daily updates regarding patrols and
significant events within the community. The District are currently working on an SYP Alert
for all businesses within Meadowhall to supplement a retailer system, which every member
of staff working at retail premises has access to via a phone app.

2.2.3

Twitter continues to grow in numbers, however, Sheffield will launch a dedicated Instagram
account in the coming weeks with a view to increasing our engagement with young people.
Working in conjunction with Corporate Communication Team, the team are researching
Instagram across a range of organisations to ensure the stories posted will appeal to our
audience.

Facebook remains the most popular social media channel used by the

Neighbourhood Teams across Sheffield. The table below gives an overview of Facebook
engagement and reach for each neighbourhood team:

Figure 1. Overview of Facebook engagement and reach for each neighbourhood team
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2.2.4
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Neighbourhood profiles are used by the team and partners to provide an overview on the area
and to drive engagement and proactive work. Following a review of the Community Safety
Partnership Board, the plan will be to use these to drive activity across the partnership via the
Performance, Planning and Resource Group.
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2.2.5

The District has spent a significant amount of time preparing for the Journey to Outstanding
Policing within Neighbourhoods.

Readiness sessions have been facilitated with

Neighbourhood Inspectors and Sergeants around the HMCFRS and the District continues to
run regular training days for all NPTY staff focusing on Problem Solving and Engagement.
2.2.6

Mutual Gain is a specialist community engagement organisation that leads the field in
innovative and strengths based community engagement. Following the issues recently in Fir
Vale, Mutual Gain have submitted a proposal to build social capital in two areas, Fir Vale and
Broomhall. In its early stages, the next steps are to seek wider support and funding from
partners.

3.0 Demand
3.1.1 Sheffield continues to see a rolling downward trend in the number of ASB incidents recorded thus
reducing overall demand.
Figure 2. ASB in Sheffield

3.1.2 Sheffield’s investment of two neighbourhood posts to work in the off road motorcycle team has
seen not only a reduction in 24% but also worthy thanks and praise from communities.
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3.1.3 The Northern General Hospital continues to be the highest demand generator across South
Yorkshire being a city in itself as one of the 7 UK Major Trauma Centres in the UK, accommodating
17,000 staff and catering for 1,190,000 outpatients. Calls for service range from a multitude of
reasons however, a bi weekly meeting takes place between the Neighbourhood Inspector and the
Accident and Emergency Department Matron to review each incident recorded by SYP. There
have been slight reductions in demand this quarter as we continue to review security
arrangements and the potential payment of a dedicated police post (see figure 3).
Figure 3. Top 10 Organisations with the most calls for service in Sheffield Oct 17 – Sept 18

3.1.4 Sheffield has seen a 27% reduction in missing episodes for Looked After Children in the last quarter
and a significant reduction at the Woodside Project. Missing from home volumes are generated
by a small group of young people at risk of exploitation and as a result weekly and monthly
governance meetings have been implemented with healthy partnership representation. Early
indications are that this meeting is essential to drive business, share intelligence and identify gaps
within existing service provision.
3.1.5 Sheffield are currently supporting the creation of three support hubs for Looked after Children,
following the success of the No Wrong Door Project in North Yorkshire. Working in partnership
with Children’s Services, a police officer will be the named lead for each hub.
7
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3.1.6 In partnership with the University of Sheffield and Sheffield Hallam, a number of students continue
to work on projects across key areas of business to assist with problem solving. In January, eleven
students will commence work placements with each Neighbourhood Team.
3.1.7 Demand reduction continues to be a priority within the Neighbourhood Teams. The chart above
identifies the organisations that account for the highest volume of calls for service with the impact
of Problem Solving Policing clear to be seen.
3.1.8 In January 2019 Sheffield will pilot the introduction of six “Buddi” GPS tags, which will be available
for offenders to wear voluntarily with a view to assisting with desistence from crime. The project
has been developed in partnership with the Community Rehabilitation Company (CRC) and will
primarily be aimed at the high frequent offenders. South Yorkshire will join a number of areas
who already use this system and the University of Sheffield have agreed to carry out an evaluation.
Conversations are already taking place to expand the pilot to include regular missing people.
3.1.9 The District continues to support the Sheffield City Council application for a Public Space
Protection Order (PSPO). Recently, the cabinet lead for Community Safety, Councillor Jim Steinke
accompanied officers on a tour of the city centre to better understand the issues and why the
order could be useful in protecting businesses and the community by disrupting groups coming
together who behave in an anti-social way.
4.0

Neighbourhood Policing Teams Overview

4.1

Sheffield Central (City Centre and Broomhall) – Inspector John Mallows

4.1.1 Engagement with the public, businesses and stakeholders continues in respect of SPICE use in
the city centre. Local businesses have completed surveys to establish information and feedback
on the issues. This has led to the production of Business Impact Statements.
4.1.2 Several Pop in Police stations have opened within the city centre, the first of which being held at
the Cathedral and run in conjunction with engagement stalls providing crime prevention advice
and education on SPICE. A clinic is held each Thursday offering support to users. Multiple arrests
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and executed court warrants addressing dealing SPICE in the city centre have resulted in the
recovery of significant quantities, which has disrupted the availability of the drug in the city.
4.1.3 The team have taken action with partners to address cuckooing of properties, managing and
proactively dealing with vulnerability. A recent warrant included the recovery of a large quantity
of ammunition and bullet components.
4.1.4 Problem Solving: Broomhall Team -Victoria Court. Victoria Court is a homeless project managed
by Places for People providing temporary or longer supported accommodation for vulnerable
adults suffering from drugs/alcohol misuse or mental health problems. Through the POP Plan, a
number of incentives have been undertaken including crime prevention surveys, improved
reporting systems, room sweeps and monthly meetings with the management team. A recent
assessment of the Victoria Court POP Plan has demonstrated that there has been a 50% reduction
in incidents reported from this location since the plan was implemented.
4.1.5 Problem Solving: City Centre Team - Highfields and Lowfields Student Engagement Plan. The
return of students back into Sheffield poses a number of challenges most notably vulnerability
around increased risk of burglary. The area features annually as a seasonal high crime area for
September through to December. The team have developed and implemented a bespoke POP Plan
targeting students through a variety of mediums, including crime prevention stalls, police
surgeries, partnerships with local businesses, face to face visits at properties and engagement with
multiple occupancy housing providers.
4.2

Sheffield South East – Inspector David Struggles

4.2.1 Engagement: The team continue to maximise the use of social media with 8,867 followers on
Facebook, reaching 100,948 recipients, 913 followers on Twitter, with an average of 50 Tweets per
month. Regular online question and answer sessions take place on Facebook. The team have
introduced Pop in Police Stations across the South East area and maximise the use of community
surveys, exploring views on crime perceptions, local priorities and satisfaction.
Elected members and partners were involved in a community walkabout and day of action on the
Castlebeck Park/Angleton Estate. The area has experienced significant problems involving off road
motorcycles, drug supply and fly tipping. The Community Payback Team involving unpaid work has
9
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completed significant improvements in the area, including a community clean up and
environmental changes. Outcomes include 98 arrests for criminal offences; the execution of 33
warrants relating to drugs and stolen goods; the recovery of 42 suspected stolen
vehicles/motorcycles following targeted operations involving the off road bike team; the recovery
of 5 firearms and recovery of over £600k of drugs.
4.2.2 Problem Solving: Holbrook Travellers site. Meetings have taken place with Derbyshire Police &
Rotherham Environmental Health due to numerous offences of fly tipping that were suspected of
having being committed by residents on the site. Vehicles from the site were seized as part of a
joint operation. Professionals have made over 20 site visits to see residents and the local
neighbourhood team have facilitated these to now become normal day-to-day business.
4.2.3 Main Road, Darnall: The Main Road and Staniforth Road area of Darnall have experienced longterm issues regarding anti-social behaviour, crime and cultural and community tension. A
community survey took place, which identified the lack of visible policing. The initial plan was to
increase visible patrol time for each officer using the hot spot methodology, developed alongside
a patrol plan. Partnership work including positive interventions with business to encourage staff
to take responsibility and move people on. The use of multi lingual posters explained unacceptable
behaviour and consequences. The results have included the recovery of drugs, increased number
of searches, parking enforcement and vehicle seizures. A closure order was obtained for a key
property and several people were arrested for breaching the order. Some properties contained
children left alone and action was taken in conjunction with Social Care. The results have seen a
reduction in ASB and without doubt a change in local behaviour.
4.3

Sheffield North East – Inspector Chris Lewis

4.3.1 Engagement: Across the North East, one of the biggest criticisms was lack of visibility and contact
with the local police. This led to the implementation of Pop in Police Stations (PIPS), which have
now been adopted District and Force wide. This approach identifies key community concerns and
improves trust and confidence. In Burngreave, one of the main issues raised by the community
was illegal and inconsiderate parking. Previously untouched areas are now regularly patrolled and
enforced by Parking Services with support from SYP. The team have published the results via social
media and have received positive feedback from the community.
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4.3.2 The Sheffield North East Neighbourhood Team are currently working with two schools to introduce
the Mini Police scheme into South Yorkshire. The principal aim of the Mini Police programme is to
be viewed as a fun and interactive volunteering opportunity for children age 9-11 years old,
whereby through positive interaction, children develop and maintain trust in the police service.
4.3.3 Problem Solving: The introduction of a POP plan in the Fox Hill area has enabled a focussed
approach on one main offender. He was believed to have been responsible for a large number of
burglaries, the arson of numerous cars and considerable fear and intimidation of residents.
Systematic work has resulted in a noticeable increase in public confidence and the fact that 14
people were willing to provide statements to support a civil injunction. The main perpetrator has
lost his flat and moved from the area, although action is still on going.
4.3.4 Shiregreen has experienced extensive ASB with members of the public being assaulted and
attacked with stones and eggs. Public transport and taxis were also targeted, along with local
businesses. Over three months, extensive work has been done with partners including social
landlords, shop keepers, social care, council services and schools to address the many issues
identified. Results have included robust action against two named subjects. Environmental
improvements have designed out some of the issues where people were congregating. One family
were moved by the RSL due to a tenancy breach. Positive publicity has led to further evidence and
the Sheffield Star newspaper ran an article due to the team reducing ASB by 70%.
4.4 Sheffield West – Insp Collette Fitzgibbons
4.4.1 Engagement: The community in Upperthorpe raised concerns around the visibility and presence
of the police within the local community following an increase in anti-social behaviour and crime.
The team completed a day of action, which included a multi-lingual letter drop to encourage the
community to participate, and have increased the visibility of officers on patrol. A recent open
land search took place, which was attended by members of the Zest Community Group. The Zest
centre has also become the hub for the newly formed Upperthorpe Stakeholders Group, which
includes bringing school, church, community and youth reps together with SYP staff to discuss key
issues/future actions.
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4.4.2 In Sharrow, numerous complaints have been received regarding drug dealing and anti-social
behaviour around Washington Road and Club Garden Road. This area was the subject of planned
action by the Neighbourhood Team, which included community questionnaires, increased patrols,
community engagement events, including the Pop in Police Station initiative. The team made good
use of the local “Sharrow Today” newsletter, which is delivered to 3,000 residents. The activity has
resulted in new CCTV in the area, the execution of drug warrants and increased visibility, leading
to a visible reduction in demand.
4.4.3 Problem Solving: The newly formed Gleadless & Lowedges Neighbourhood Policing Teams were
formed in January 2018 and were immediately made aware and tasked with disrupting a group of
youths in the Batemoor area. Evidence was gathered and action was taken to evict one of the
suspects and apply for a Criminal Behaviour Order (CBO). One of the actions on the CBO was a
‘non-association’. Statements obtained from community members helped secure the application
which was subsequently breached and resulted in a remand in custody. Demand has reduced from
183 to 16 incidents.
4.4.4 The Sharrow team received a very high amount of calls over the past year regarding begging and
vagrancy within the area. Waitrose logged over 568 complaints regarding begging at the store on
Ecclesall Road, Sheffield. A large portion reporting that this was intimidating and they would no
longer use the store. They reported that this was the worst in the whole of the UK for begging and
anti-social complaints. Waitrose at the start of January were Sheffield West’s highest repeat caller.
Other stores included Tesco Express on Sharrow Lane and it was necessary to engage with
businesses and establish the identity of those begging. Eight problematic people were identified
and action was taken, include the arrest of two people for persistent begging. Nine months after
the POP plan began, there have been zero incidents of begging reported to the Police.
4.5

Safer Neighbourhood Services – Inspector Richard Burgess

4.5.1 The newly appointed Sheffield Hate Crime Coordinator now identifies hate strands so trends can
be assessed and action initiated. She has developed a new victim support process, which includes
a call back service to all victims and a follow up information letter. This is aimed at improving
information flow, organisational support for victims and ultimately increasing victim satisfaction.
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4.5.2 SNS are currently in the process of producing Criminal Behaviour Orders for nine individuals who
are believed to be involved in organised crime in Sheffield. The unit is working closely with the
Crown Prosecution Service to produce orders, which will ensure the proportionate control of the
behaviour of these individuals on their release from custodial sentences.
4.5.3 SNS are in the process of reviewing the reporting and accountability structures in the Sheffield
Community Safety Partnership. In conjunction with senior leaders, the intention is to ensure that
the partnership effectively delivers.
5.0

Crime and Operation Fortify

5.1

Embedding of CID/PVP: May 2018 saw the return of Criminal Investigations Department (CID)
and Protecting Vulnerable Persons Department (PVP) to Sheffield District Command as referenced
in the previous PAB document. The integration back into local command has overall been
successful. Some challenges exist in relation to PVP but risks are being managed and mitigated
locally.

5.2

Significant investigations of note:

5.2.1 Operation Sudan - this operation originated in August this year when 2 elderly ladies where
victims of stranger sexual attacks in Walkley. Within 12 hours, a sex offender from Humberside
had been identified and arrested. Subsequent investigation and liaison with SCAS database in
the College of Policing lead to an additional 28 suspected offences being identified. Nine of those
have proceeded to charge.
5.2.2 FGM / Force Marriage Protection Orders (FMPO) - Sheffield continues to lead the way, not just at
a force level but nationally. Over the last six months, we have seen the first forced marriage
protection order for the force being taken out to protect 2 male victims; this set a positive local
precedent and received national media attention. In 2018, we have obtained 17 FMPO. (2 FMPO’s
in 2017).
5.3

Crime Investigations and Outstanding suspects: There has been significant focus applied to
suspect management across Sheffield District. A new performance product has been developed,
13
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suspect prioritisation dashboard, and trialled in Sheffield District. It allows us, at District, to take a
prioritised harm based view on our suspect risk, and alongside professional judgement decide best
how to prioritise resource to risk. The net outcomes are that our outstanding suspect cohort in
Sheffield has dropped by 24%.

We have clear focus on raising the quality of our crime

investigations across Sheffield District. To that end, we are driving performance weekly through
our investigations pacesetter to improve our business.
5.4

Stop Search: The continued focus on Stop Search is starting to pay dividends. This has seen us
record increases every month in the numbers completed across the last reporting period. Our
conversation rate continues to be amongst the highest in the country meaning that a significant
proportion of these we stop and search are indeed carrying weapons/drugs. This is suggestive of
the fact we are in fact stopping the right people.

Figure 4. Stop Searches Sheffield (12 months)

5.5

Burglary offences: Sheffield District is in a relatively good place when year on year comparisons
are made in this crime type. We are currently tracking 7% below 2017 levels. Of note, last
December saw the introduction locally of an evidence based approach to Burglary investigations.
This has allowed us to disaggregate very quickly, those burglaries with a higher likelihood of
investigative success. This process has also contributed to the sustained 91% victim satisfaction
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we have across this crime type. Burglary will remain a key business area of focus over the next
quarter.

Figure 5. Burglary Residential Sheffield
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Robbery Offences: Similarly, when we consider Robbery offences we are performing well.
Across both business and personal categories, tracking below last year’s levels in relation to
both. Personal Robbery is showing the usual seasonal downward trend sitting 14% below the
levels recorded last year. Business Robbery showed a significant spike in February and March this
year, which was managed and mitigated through arrests. We track well below the average
recorded in the core cities group, sitting 7th of the metropolitan cities measured.

Figure 6. Personal Robbery Sheffield
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5.7

Domestic Abuse: The District is building its understanding of domestic abuse and reviewing our
response to improve our service to victims as part of a long term improvement plan, which covers
all aspects of our approach. We have dedicated performance reporting and daily review of
domestic abuse investigations, to ensure that appropriate actions and supervision are in place.
The focus is to improve the timeliness of our initial attendance at incidents, knowing this will assist
in evidence gathering and increase the likelihood of victims supporting police action. We continue
to encourage positive action at incidents, particularly arrest, to ensure appropriate investigations
towards criminal justice outcomes. Arrests are increasing, as can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Arrest rates January to November- Sheffield
Month recorded (2018)

% domestic suspects arrested

January

22.1%

February

21.7%

March

18.3%

April

20.4%

May

18.7%

June

18.9%

July

24.6%

August

34.1%

September

34.5%
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5.8

October

34.3%

November

42.2%

GRAND TOTAL

26.7%

Operation Fortify: Operation Fortify, launched in November 2018, is Sheffield’s partnership
approach towards dealing with serious violent crime and organised criminality. At the centre of
Operation Fortify is a co-located multi-agency team, who has the role of co-ordinating and
monitoring activity to tackle serious violent crime across Sheffield. At the centre of the approach
is a focus on early intervention and prevention.

5.8.1 We know for example that just one of our organised crime gangs in Sheffield impact directly on
over thirty children directly or indirectly. Sheffield is committed to early intervention and
prevention because we recognise and understand that whilst many survive being exposed to
violence, they will suffer physical, mental and/or emotional health problems throughout the rest
of their lives. In recognition of this our name, Fortify, agreed jointly across the partner agencies
and the brand, speaks to our joint ambition to create strong resilient communities across our city.
There is a clear link with OCGs and impact on their.
5.8.2 Genesis of Operation Fortify: Operation Fortify developed from an examination of
national/international best practice and evidence based research on ‘what works’ in this particular
area. Members of the core team visited London to examine the violent crime task force,
Manchester to look at Operation Challenger and Glasgow, learning about the Navigator
programme. This best practice plus the evidence based approaches currently available in this area
combined and contextualised in Sheffield city, provided the platform for our approach.
5.8.3 As across other cities, serious violent crime and organised criminality are interlinked. Individuals
and communities feel the impact of SOC through violence and intimidation that often accompanies
this crime type. Through organised crime groups (OCGs) maintaining control on their domains,
being caught in the ‘crossfire’ of inter-OCG violence. There is also a strong connection between
drugs supply and firearms, with firearms being used for protecting and enabling the wider criminal
interests of OCGs.
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5.8.4 In addition to the traditional methods used to tackle this type of criminality, this team will also use
a variety of regulatory tools and enforcement powers to target people and places where this
criminality is taking place. Under the direction of ACC Forber the brand, Operation Fortify has now
been adopted at a force level and embedded in the other three Policing Districts as the force
response to violent crime and organised criminality.
Figure 8. Knife Crime per Force

5.9

What does it look like in practice? Operation Fortify, based in Shepcote Lane is a co-located team
of officers and partners, operating on a full and part time basis. The governance structure that
supports Fortify consists of:
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Gold Level Group – Jointly chaired by Chief Superintendent Barton and Chief Executive John
Mothersole. This group meets quarterly and sets the strategic tone and direction for tactical
activity.
Silver Level Group – Jointly chaired by Detective Superintendent Una Jennings and an identified
Director of Service (rotating basis) from Sheffield Council. This group meets once per month and
is responsible for driving and monitoring tactical activity against priorities and delivering against
strategy set by Gold.
Bronze Level Group – Jointly chaired by Detective Inspector Operation Fortify and Partnership
Lead Simon Mitchell. This group is responsible for reviewing operational activity against priorities
across the last 7 days and planning for the next set of interventions.
5.10

The Fortify team itself consists of the following individuals and roles:


Operation Fortify operational lead Detective Inspector



Operation Fortify partnership lead Simon Mitchell



Adult services ( x2 part time social workers)





(i)

Rachael Waterson

(ii)

Chris McClure

Children’s Services ( x 3 Part time social workers)
(i)

Senior Field Work manager Ronny tucker

(ii)

Social Worker Andrew Barker

(iii)

Social Worker Catherine Needham

Youth Justice ( x 3 Part time)
(i)

Youth Justice Officer Amandeep Sall

(ii)

Youth Justice Officer Suzanne Keith

(iii)

CYT Prevention worker Jordan O'Halloran



Trading Standards: Enforcement officer Neal Bates



Immigration: Intelligence officer Ken Stiles



DWP: Helkina Skelton (Virtual)



SYFRS: Matt Gillatt
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Housing Officer: Joan Saxton



ASB Team leader: Ian Slater



Public Heath lead: Racheal Stainforth



Researcher: Lynsey Camfield-Vickers



Academic Partner: Dr C Coleman University Sheffield.



Media Lead Amy Nagy.



2 x DS ( + 11 DC’s)



2 x PS ( + 10 PC’s)

Funding is secured for 3 years from Sheffield Council to recruit and support a trained analyst.
Recruitment ongoing. Some 3 weeks post implementation the team is gradually finding its rhythm and
pace. All of the above mentioned is achieved without any growth budget for the agencies involved.
5.11

Early Indications

5.11.1 Immigration: Immigration have investigated every member of K6 OCG. They have identified that
principle members of K6 may be here illegally. Additional work has been tasked to establish if
there are opportunities for deportation.
5.11.2 Trading Standards Officers from the Proactive CID Department supported Trading Standards with
an investigation at the One Stop Shop, Burngreave. 40,000 counterfeit cigarettes were recovered
from a sophisticated hide within the store. This was a coordinated response through the Fortify
partnership into organised crime and is the first positive outcome. Trading Standards are
continuing the investigation and are seeking to remove the trader’s alcohol licence.
5.11.3 Op Gambia (OCG K62) Search warrants were executed and three subjects arrested for Conspiracy
to supply Class A. Staff also utilised from Neighbourhood teams and the Tactical Support Group
(TSG). Heroin and £15k cash was recovered. All 3 charged and remanded and with partnership
support are in the process of being evicted.
5.12

Forging Ahead

5.12.1 This is an employment programme that we are in development stages of with key partners About
Face Project (City Hearts) and Total Training Provision. We have also involved one of our current
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IOM offenders on the programme development. He has helped to name the project and is
designing artwork to be used in branding it with a logo etc.
5.12.2 In essence, our intention is to design a delivery model that works with a cohort of offenders and
works to address their employment prospects, aiming to help them secure meaningful
employment as an end result. Within this programme, we intend to develop a network of
employers who are willing to employ individuals from an offending background. We are hoping
for a launch of concept cohort with 6-10 IOM cases in January 2019.
5.12.3 EIF Funding secured: We have also successfully bid for a secured £1,245,680 from the Home Office
Early Intervention Fund for two projects to target young people at risk of becoming involved in
crime.
5.12.4 The Sheffield bid will be allocated to the Universal Peer Education & Skills Based Programme to
offer all secondary schools and year six pupils in targeted primary schools, a series of information
and skills based sessions. The project will provide information to young people about CCE and the
effects of knife and gun crime. Young people will be provided with information about how they
can seek support if they are concerned about their own or others’ involvement. They will be
provided with the knowledge and skills they need to keep them from getting involved in violent
crime. A second project in Sheffield called ‘Targeted Youth Engagement Programme’ will deliver
a targeted programme to young people aged 10-13 at risk of involvement in youth violence.
5.12.5 The programme will be led by Sheffield Futures in partnership with an anchor voluntary
organisation within each community. This programme will aim to build young people’s resilience
to a range of vulnerabilities associated with gang and youth violence and child criminal
exploitation. It will deliver various social and personal development skills, as well as transition skills
into the world of work; and can be accredited where appropriate.
5.12.6 Funding is currently in the process of being obtained from Northern General Hospital for the
launch of the Navigators Programme similar to that implemented as part of the Glasgow model.
The Programme will allow interventions with those who attend the hospital at the time of need
following serious incidents of crime. The focus will be to offer pathways and support.
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6.0

“Our People”

6.1

Sheffield Response Teams & The Bridge: The team was established as a pilot in June 2018 made
up of staff on adjusted, recuperative and restricted duties. The recuperative duties officers are
being actively supported with development and welfare plans back to their frontline operational
roles. The small number of restricted officers support District activity and reduced demands on
front line staff.

Figure 10. The Bridge Data
JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER
(up to 16/11/18)

Diary Appointments

RTC Reports

Missing Reports

Data

474 total.

490 total.

458 total.

234 total.

unavailable

Bridge 229

Bridge 279

Bridge 227

Bridge 84 (36%)

(48%)

(57%)

(50%)

99

121

117

244

86 Allocated. 38

Allocated.

Allocated.

Allocated.

Allocated.

Filed.

77 Filed.

82 Filed.

96 Filed.

205 Filed.

Data

Data

Data

69

54

unavailable unavailable
Community Alert

unavailable

N/A

60

118

126

64

N/A

126 made,

286 made,

317 made,

171 made, 79

90 spoken

169 spoken

165

spoken to

to.

to.

spoken to.

91

90

Data

sign ups
Vehicle Crime Call Back

Op Signature

72

Data unavailable

unavailable
Domestic Abuse

2348 crimes reviewed. Sept arrest rate was 17%. November 41%

As part of the review and recommendations for its development, we are planning the team’s
integration with the Sheffield Tutor Unit. This move will provide additional supervisory resilience
and an additional operational outlet and allow simple to complex operational development for the
student officers.
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6.2

Good Work Celebrations Many officers have been recognised over the last few months, for their
individual acts of bravery or for their professional approach to serious incidents, a handful of
examples are cited here:-

6.2.1 In the early hours of the morning on 29.10.2018, an officer attended single crewed to the report
of a burglary in progress at industrial premises. The multiple offenders used a forklift truck to load
valuable metal into a transit van before leaving the scene. The officer used local knowledge to
anticipate the exit route of the offenders and engaged in a short pursuit with the offending vehicle,
before the occupants stopped and abandoned the vehicle. The officer demonstrated great
tenacity in arresting one of the offenders, and his actions led to the recovery of property valued
at £48,000.
6.2.2 In the morning of 1.11.2018, officers responded to the report of an assault, where the female
victim had her nose bitten off. Officers attended, supported the victim, managed the scene and
identified the suspect and his location. At the attendance of officers, the suspect threatened to
harm himself. He was holding two large knives to his throat. The officers negotiated with the
suspect and he was eventually safely arrested.
6.2.3 In the early hours of the morning on 28.10.18, officers responded to the report of a suicidal male,
who was intending to kill himself by jumping from the footbridge over the Sheffield Parkway. The
attending officer was very young in service and, on seeing the male running towards the
footbridge, he quickly followed him and managed to take hold of the male as he was climbing over
the railings. He secured him with the assistance of a colleague and supported him in the initial
stages of his mental health assessment.
6.2.4 On 30.9.18, two officers attended the report of a residential burglary in progress. They were
confronted by the offender, who was carrying a television out of the property. The male was a
prolific offender, wanted for a number of burglary offences and was aggressive and violent,
causing both officers injuries during his arrest. One officer sustained a wrist injury, was kicked to
the groin and sustained cuts from broken glass, the other officer sustained a knee injury and cuts.
6.2.5 A number of officers have been recognised for their professionalism, resilience and leadership on
the night of 21.9.18, when they attended a fatal stabbing at Centertainment. The initial response
to the incident involved many officers, managing the scene, identifying witnesses and suspects.
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7.0

HR & Resourcing

7.1

Sheffield District’s long-term sickness absence continues to be below the national average (4.6%)
for police officers. Sheffield’s sickness rate for both September and October was 2.7%. The
success is believed linked to monthly meetings, excellent HR support and the Bridge, which has
encouraged many officers to return to work in a safe environment.

7.2

In the last 12 months, the District has run monthly promotion workshops for prospective Sergeants
and Inspectors, which has culminated in 50% of our candidates being successful in the latest
Sergeants promotion boards.

8.0

Victim Satisfaction

8.1

Overall satisfaction between April and September 2018 is 79%, which relates to 320 victims
surveyed in total. Of those 320 victims, 181 relate to attended reports resulting in 87% satisfaction
and 139 relate to non-attended reports and resulting in 69% satisfaction.

Figure 11. Satisfaction rates – Sheffield monthly
All %

All No.

Attended

Attended

Non-

Non-attended

Satisfied

Victims

% Satisfied

No. Victims

attended %

No. Victims

Satisfied
April

82%

38

95%

19

68%

19

May

81%

73

81%

48

80%

25

June

87%

60

91%

32

82%

28

July

88%

48

97%

35

62%

13

August

81%

52

88%

25

74%

27

September

57%

49

73%

22

44%

27

8.2

The below table demonstrates the number of surveys, where victims have reported either
complete satisfaction or complete dissatisfaction. There is a process in place to review all results
and feedback to officers and their supervisors.

Figure 12. Survey proportions
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Victims Surveyed

Completely Satisfied

Completely Dissatisfied

April

19

6

0

May

48

20

4

June

32

18

0

July

35

20

1

August

25

5

0

September

22

9

0

8.3

Sheffield District recently held its first Victim Scrutiny Panel with four members of the public
attending. An OPCC representative and a member of the Internal Ethics Committee also attended
the meeting. The victims were identified from the Your Voice Counts Survey as being victims of
crime, residing in Sheffield and willing to attend focus groups. During the meeting, the attendees
shared their experiences with SYP, explained what officers did well and where service could be
improved. We are considering how to use the experiences of one of the panel members to appeal
to our officers and improve service delivery. The date for the next meeting has been set and we
are in the process of identifying further victims for attendance.
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Agenda Item 13
PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD
DATE 18th DECEMBER 2018
SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE PERFORMANCE AGAINST THE POLICE AND CRIME
PLAN OUTCOMES
THEME: SAFER COMMUNITIES
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE
1

PURPOSE OF REPORT
To provide an update to the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) around progress
against the safer communities outcome of the police and crime plan 2017-2021 to
support of the PCC’s overarching aim of South Yorkshire being a safe place in which to
live, learn and work.

2

RECOMMENDATION(S) AND / OR DECISION(S) REQUIRED
The force recommends that the PCC considers and discusses the contents of this report
and considers whether further assurance is required in relation to the progress being
made to meet the plan outcomes.

3

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY ASSESSMENT
Our neighbourhood policing teams are demonstrating effective, tangible progress in
helping to make our communities safer. This report will present the positive impact our
problem solving approach continues to have with our highest repeat high demand
locations and missing persons; recent events we have held to develop and enhance our
approach/knowledge/skills to partnership working, crime reduction initiatives and short
narrative examples of case studies to demonstrate our commitment to making South
Yorkshire communities safer.
Repeat Demand – Top 10 Locations/Organisations
In previous Public Accountability Board (PAB) reports, we have documented our
approach to tackling the demand generated by the top 10 highest repeat demand
locations in each of the four districts. Figures 1-4 below show the impact that our
problem solving approach is having on these top 10 locations in each district (by each
quarter for the 12months to September 2018). This work will continue as we recognise
there is still much to do. Reducing demand is key to freeing up officer time to manage
other demand and calls for service in the force.

1
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Figure 1. Top 10 Organisations with the most calls for service in Barnsley

Figure 2. Top 10 Organisations with the most calls for service in Sheffield

2
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Figure 3. Top 10 Organisations with the most calls for service in Doncaster

Figure 4. Top 10 Organisations with the most calls for service in Rotherham

We work closely with the hospitals to reduce avoidable demand at operational, tactical
and strategic levels, and is the right thing to do. As reported to previous PAB meetings,
a significant proportion of this demand relates to public safety1 incidents, often involving
high numbers of police resources to search for missing patients deemed high-risk.
Reports of crime2 form the next highest aspect of demand from these four hospitals.
We continue measuring the officer effort (number of hours) required to deal with such
demand because these high-risk incidents are resource and time intensive.

1
2

Between 69 and 75% of all incidents reported from the hospitals are public safety related
Between 14 and 21% of all incidents reported from the hospitals are crimes

3
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Table 1 shows the officer effort (hours) spent dealing with incidents reported from the
four hospitals in the whole of 2017/18 compared with up to the end of September in
2018/19 (current year to date).
Table 1. Officer effort (hours) spent dealing with incidents reported from the four hospitals in the whole of
2017/18 compared with up to the end of September in 2018/19 (current year to date).
Officer effort (hours) in
2017-2018

Officer effort (hours) so far in
2018-2019
(to end of September 2018)

Northern General Hospital

1883

2476

Doncaster Royal Infirmary

833

881

Barnsley District General Hospital

766

500

Rotherham District General Hospital

685

582

If the current pace of demand specifically from these four hospitals continues, by the
end of this financial year, the total number of officer hours required to manage the
demand from these four hospitals will be over 9800 or the equivalent of around the work
of 7 full time police officers.
The Strategic Hospital Demand Reduction Meeting3, a police and NHS joint approach,
will be discussing a number of areas with a view to reducing demand and managing
risk:








introducing an Electronic Voluntary Attendance process. The SYP force lead,
Superintendent Daniel Thorpe created and introduced in this in London4, which
led to an 80% reduction in vulnerable people going missing from Emergency
Departments and was recognised earlier this year in the National Patient Safety
Awards;
opportunities for hospitals to fund a police officer;
developing a force wide hospital absconder/missing person policy;
exploring how hospitals assess risk around patients and how this influences
patient security;
providing guidance to security and members of NHS staff regarding restraint of
patients;
working with all 3 Mental Health Trusts via the Integrated Care System (ICS) to
influence how patients with mental health issues are treated5 within emergency
departments; and
developing proposals with Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) for the front
end modernisation of mental health access services6.

Strategic hospital demand-reduction meeting is chaired by Supt Daniel Thorpe
Supt Daniel Thorpe previously worked in the Metropolitan Police as their force lead for mental health
5 Access to Liaison & Psychiatry and onward referral
6 That provide additional flexibility in the location of response, reliable access to crisis resolution and home treatment,
and provide genuine alternatives to hospital admission and A&E presentation (As an example in Doncaster RDASH are
opening new crisis accommodation in April 2019 - premises currently being built).
3
4

4
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This strategic approach is a challenge with a lot of hard work already done at district
level however; there are countywide opportunities through this meeting. We feel it is
vital that we work together with the NHS to reduce demand and have all parties fully
engaged and committed.
Repeat Demand – Missing Persons
We also continue to focus strongly on reducing the demand generated by repeat
missing persons. Again, such incidents are time and resource intensive frequently
involving vulnerable people and high levels of risk to their safety. This aspect of our
prevention and demand reduction work is also paying off and again demonstrates the
positive impact problem solving with partners at a local level has. At a force level, the
top ten location volumes for repeat missing persons have decreased across the force
overall.
Sheffield



Top ten demand has reduced 18% from the previous quarter.
Six of the ten locations in Sheffield with the highest volume of missing person
reports this quarter were care homes, two were mental health facilities, one was a
hospital, and one was a residence.

Table 2. Sheffield - volume and trend of reports the top 10 locations have generated in each of the last three
quarters

Top 10 volume

Q4
217

Q1
290

Q2
238

Trend

Barnsley
 Top ten demand has reduced 13% from the previous quarter.
 Six of the ten locations in Barnsley with the highest volume of missing person
reports this quarter were care homes, three were residences, and one was a
hospital.

Table 3. Barnsley - volume and trend of reports the top 10 locations have generated in each of the last three
quarters

Top 10 volume

Q4
107

Q1
120

Q2
105

Trend

Rotherham
 Top ten demand has reduced 36% from the previous quarter.
 Four of the ten locations in Rotherham with the highest volume of missing person’s
reports this quarter were supportive living accommodation for children and young
adults in care (including foster homes), four were residences, one was a hospital,
and one was a mental health facility.
Table 4. Rotherham - volume and trend of reports the top 10 locations have generated in each of the last three
quarters

Top 10 volume

Q4
113

Q1
89

5
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Q2
57

Trend

Doncaster
 Top ten demand has reduced 13% from the previous quarter.
 Seven of the ten locations in Doncaster with the highest volume of missing persons
reports this quarter were supportive living accommodation for children and young
adults in care (including foster homes), two were hospitals, and one was a
residence.
Table 5. Doncaster - volume and trend of reports the top 10 locations have generated in each of the last three
quarters

Top 10 volume

Q4
202

Q1
165

Q2
143

Trend

ACC David Hartley continues to oversee7 our prevention and demand reduction
progress.
Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) Symposium
In November, Assistant Chief Constable David Hartley opened the latest force’s ASB
symposium to bring officers from across the force together to discuss, share ideas and
hear case studies of effective problem solving initiatives and the benefits achieved
through Problem-Orientated-Policing (POP).
An overview was presented of the Problem Solving and Demand Reduction
Programme, led by South Yorkshire Police on behalf of all forces, to update on the
project work streams and the ongoing work to help transform ways of working across
the police at a local, regional and national level, by embedding problem solving as a
core discipline.
South Yorkshire initiatives presented at the symposium:


Operation Tazz, introduced to work with local authority partners to address
incidents of ASB and rough sleeping to make Doncaster town centre a safer place;
and
Operation Alligator, the Rotherham district dedicated project introduced to tackle
ASB and local community issues.

To close the event, Andy Higgins from the Police Foundation, spoke positively about
the future of Neighbourhood Policing and his experience with the local team out in
Rotherham8. Specifically, he focused on the different roles within neighbourhood
policing functions, emphasising how this has changed and adapted both nationally and
locally in response to the demand and evolutions of crime types over time.
Designing Out Crime Officers (DOCOs)
As part of our commitment to problem solving and reducing harm, crime and demand,
we welcomed consultants from Police Crime Prevention Initiatives (CPI) to provide a
Prevention and Demand Reduction Group supported by District Quarterly Performance Reviews and Force
Performance Day
8 Further details were presented to the Public Accountability Board on 29th October 2018 as part of Rotherham District’s
local update paper.
7

6
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masterclass for our DOCOs and their managers. The masterclass marked the
beginning of the DOCO team starting a new Level 5 Diploma, offered by the CPI, in
crime prevention, a new advanced accreditation. Our DOCO team are some of the first
in the country to start this programme
The role of Designing Out Crime Officers (DOCOs) created this year will yield long-term
results, to design out the potential for crime to be committed. This move brings our
specialists into the heart of neighbourhood policing, bringing their expertise into our
partnership working and problem-solving hubs.
To highlight the work of the DOCOs, Rotherham’s new Urgent and Emergency Care
Centre has gained the highest award given by Secured by Design9 (SBD), the national
police crime prevention initiative, for incorporating crime prevention techniques into its
layout, landscaping and physical security. A DOCO worked with the architects and The
Rotherham NHS Foundation Trust from the planning stages through to construction to
incorporate SBD crime prevention techniques and security into the development.
Problem Solving Partnership Event
Recently, the Problem Solving and Demand Reduction Programme held a partnership
event10 to consult with local and regional agencies on the problem solving approaches
and best practice methods used in their organisations.
The event saw representatives from different public sector organisations come together
and participate in open discussions to share knowledge, gain an insight into the key
issues affecting police, partners and communities, and explore problem solving
partnership opportunities. Throughout the day, attendees took part in open discussions,
heard from speakers11 leading on problem solving partnership initiatives and
participated in workshops.
The workshops sought to identify how police and partners can work more collectively
together to address issues affecting our communities e.g. the wide reaching effects
caused by psychoactive substances (e.g. Spice).
Engaging with partners to increase understanding and share information, allowed
attendees to recognise current partnership processes that work effectively already,
where improvements need to be made and the role and involvement of each
organisation required to identify collaborative solutions.
All of the information gathered from the discussions, workshops and feedback will be
used to create opportunities to reduce demand.

Secured by Design, the national police crime prevention initiative, aim to achieve sustainable reductions in crime
through design and other approaches to enable people to live in a safer society. They have more than 200 SBD trained
police officers and staff in Police Forces around the UK. The Designing Out Crime Officers work with architects,
developers and local authority planners to build in tried, tested and proven crime prevention techniques at the
planning stage to reduce crime and keep communities safe.
10 Led by problem solving subject matter expert Sylvia Chenery and NHS England Leadership Fellow Ellie Houlston.
11 Including PC Lee Jackson and ‘street nanna’ Joyce Brown, who introduced the Street Friends project in Consett,
Durham; Brian Russell and Thomas James from Durham Agency Against Crime (DAAC), leading the ‘Mini Police’
initiative; and Gary Shewan, policing, criminal justice and organisational specialist, from Mutual Gain.
9
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For more information about the Problem Solving and Demand Reduction Programme,
please visit our website on https://www.southyorkshire.police.uk/find-out/problemsolving-and-demand-reduction-programme/
You can also keep updated on our latest programme activity by following us on Twitter
@PSDRprogramme
Operation Dunlin – Rural Crime
Officers across the force actively engaged in Operation Dunlin, a day of action targeting
rural crime across the county and involved around 50 officers and staff. Officers carried
out proactive warrants for badger baiting and patrolled all rural areas across the county
targeting theft and disrupting poaching activity.
Across the county 21 vehicles and 25 people were stopped and searched, two vehicles
were seized for driving offences, two air rifles were seized for destruction, two people
were reported on summons in relation to cannabis and ecstasy seized and one knife
was recovered as part of the operation. Officers later returned to rural areas to visit local
farmers and offered crime prevention advice and forensic marking equipment to protect
their properties.
Crimes such as badger baiting, deer causing, lamping and theft have a significant
impact on rural communities and it is important that we tackle this head on. We hope
these results reassure our rural communities and shows our commitment to tackling
crime and preventing future crimes.
Farmers in rural areas are encouraged to register their interest on the SYP Rural
Facebook page. Visit www.facebook.com/SYPRural/
Operation Shield
In October, we launched Operation Shield in Sheffield and Doncaster, to increase our
activity against burglars and serious acquisitive crime in Gleadless in Sheffield and
Mexborough, Edlington, Hexthorpe and Balby in Doncaster; the places we know to be
worst affected by crimes committed to fund drug use.
Operation Shield involves officers visiting people’s homes and delivering Smartwater12,
a liquid that you can use to mark your property, making it, and those who might steal it,
easier to trace.
Since we launched the initiative, we have forensically marked hundreds of homes
across Sheffield and Doncaster. Early results are encouraging and indicate that across
Operation Shield areas in Sheffield, we have seen a 43% reduction in burglaries and in
Doncaster a 37% reduction in burglaries in Operation Shield areas, compared with the
same 7-week period in 2017.
Burglary is a hugely intrusive crime and can have a profound impact on victims; they
often feel frightened and unsettled by what has happened and we hope Operation
Shield will make people feel more confident that their property and homes are protected.

SmartWater is a non-hazardous water-based solution containing a unique forensic code specific to a location and
every custody suite is equipped with specialist lamps, so anyone who is arrested anywhere in South Yorkshire will be
checked for traces of Smartwater.

12
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If you think you missed our officers when they called and would like to learn more about
Smartwater then you can contact your Neighbourhood Policing Team:
 Sheffield South East - 0114 2963689
oSheffieldWestNHP@southyorks.pnn.police.uk
 Doncaster Central (Hexthorpe/Balby) - 01302 385792
oDoncasterCentralNHP@southyorks.pnn.police.uk
 Doncaster West (Mexborough/Edlington) - 01302 385704
oDoncasterWestNHP@southyorks.pnn.police.uk
Knife Crime
Recent crimes reported in the media involving knife crime, often devastating fatal
stabbings of mainly young men continue to cause concern for all of us, whether this
occurs nationally or locally in South Yorkshire.
In the 12 months up to June, South Yorkshire Police recorded 977 offences13 involving
a knife or ‘sharp instrument’. The year before there were 986 offences recorded. Knife
crime has increased nationally.
In South Yorkshire, our comprehensive knife crime strategy is led by the force lead
Detective Superintendent Una Jennings with Operation Fortify being South Yorkshire’s
partnership approach to dealing with serious violent crime and organised criminality.
Responsibility for responding to it rests in working collaboratively across the public,
private and voluntary sector and, crucially, alongside the community.
At the centre of Operation Fortify is a co-located multi-agency team that has the role of
co-ordinating and monitoring activity to tackle serious violent crime across South
Yorkshire and beyond. It is the responsibility of this team to gather information and
intelligence, to map and monitor organised criminality and violent crime in all its forms
and ensure active steps taken to target, disrupt and prosecute those individuals who
participate in or orchestrate this activity in our communities. Early intervention is a key
component of the Operation Fortify approach.
Partner organisations across South Yorkshire received nearly £70,000 to tackle knife
crime with services in Sheffield, Rotherham and Doncaster being among 67 nationwide
to benefit from a share of the Home Office's £1.5 million Anti-Knife Crime Community
Fund.
Linked to tackling knife crime is the use of stop and search, a topic that has been widely
debated in the national press. We have previously reported that our use of stop and
search had decreased significantly, however since the force ran a campaign (earlier in
the year) led by the Chief Constable to increase the use of it, the numbers of stop and
search encounters has started to increase. Table 2 shows the numbers of stop and
searches carried out per month since April 2018 in South Yorkshire.
Table 2. Numbers of stop and searches carried out per month since April 2018 in South Yorkshire.

13

Source Office for National Statistics latest data.
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Month (2018)

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sept

Oct

No. of stop searches

225

249

271

203

256

408

573

During this period, 403 stop searches were for offensive weapons with 55 weapons
found on the person searched.
In September, the force again supported the national Operation Sceptre and ran an
enhanced week of action dedicated to tackling knife crime with forty-four people
arrested and 68 knives seized. There were 20 weapons sweeps or land searches
carried out across the force and 25 knives recovered from those searches alone. There
were around 75 engagement events across the region, including visits to local schools
and presentations about the risks of knife crime.
We are totally dedicated to tackling knife crime and our message is clear to those who
choose to carry knives; expect to be stop searched, arrested and put before the courts.
The impact of using knives has a widely devastating effect.
Case Studies
The following short narratives provide some examples of our staff working hard to keep
people and communities safe amongst the many more examples of excellent work
taking place across the force.
Armed Kidnapper Arrest
A team of nine Rotherham officers worked together to catch an armed kidnapper. Using
police vehicles, the team boxed in the offender and despite him pointing a gun at
officers, the victim was able to run to safety where he was and given medical treatment
for multiple stab wounds and ammonia burns. The offender ran from his vehicle but
was chased down by officers and stopped by a police dog.
ASB and Crime Reduction
Earlier this year14, Operation Equinox, a multi-agency approach to targeting crime and
ASB took place in Barnsley. Targeted enforcement, including test purchase operations,
led to the issuing of dispersal and banning notices, vehicle and property seizures.
Engagement around priority locations resulted in increased visibility, joint agency
support referrals and public re-assurance. The officer co-ordinating the operation used
SYP alerts to keep the local community informed.
Operation Equinox produced impressive results - a comparison with the same period
last year showed that ASB/criminal damage incidents and crimes fell from 1,020 to 781,
a reduction of 239 or 26.5%. The operation led to the re-invigoration of local
Neighbourhood Watch and increased its profile.
ASB Reduction – Special Constable
A special constable, who contributed reducing anti-social behaviour by 25 per cent in
Rotherham, was presented with the Lord Ferrers Special Constabulary Individual
Award15 for his drive on the Rotherham Town Centre Street drinking and begging plan.
14
15

School Easter period
The Lord Ferrers Awards recognise outstanding contributions to volunteering in policing

10
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The officer was prolific in enforcing the towns Public Space Protection Order (PSPO),
demonstrating considerable courage by seizing alcohol, making arrests and challenging
problem sellers of alcohol. His intervention has led to a significant reduction in street
drinking and begging incidents. This officer has dedicated six years of his spare time
to Rotherham Central Neighbourhood Policing Team, starting out as a cadet,
progressing to cadet leader and then special constable.
Commitment to Victims
A detective sergeant, based at Barnsley, was recognised for her relentless and
outstanding dedication to safeguarding and serving victims of domestic abuse and
sexual abuse. In a nomination to the Women in Policing Awards, the officer was praised
for going beyond her duty by supporting victims and by securing evidence from
alternative sources and pushing CPS boundaries to secure charges when the victim
has disengaged as this is only way to safeguard them.
Community Safety Volunteer
A community safety volunteer has been praised for his positive contribution to policing,
as a vehicle maintenance assistant at Sheffield, where he is responsible for the cleaning
of police vehicles and the maintaining of supplies. A number of officers have positively
commented upon the work this volunteer does in keeping police vehicles clean and tidy
for operational use. This frees up officer time when previously they were responsible
for the cleaning of patrol vehicles.
For more information about the Police Support Volunteer scheme contact 01709
832451 or email SYPVolunteers@southyorks.pnn.police.uk
What3Words App Used to Locate Missing Persons
Two Atlas Court dispatchers used a new app in the search for two missing people who
had been out walking in a country park close to the South/West Yorkshire border when
they called police in distress after they became lost and unable to give police any idea
of their location. The missing people were talked through how to use the What3Words
mobile phone app16, access the website, pass their unique address to dispatchers and
this location was given to the officers out looking for them. They were found within 30
minutes of this information being provided, negating the need for Mountain Rescue or
other specialist resources being deployed.
Victim Care
A detective constable, who led a thorough and detailed investigation when an elderly
woman was robbed in her home by masked men, received a touching letter from the
victim, expressing her praise for the manner in which he had conducted the investigation
and displayed great empathy, helping her to move on from this terrible ordeal. The
offender received a 10-year custodial sentence.
4

FUTURE DIRECTION/DEVELOPMENT
We are continuing to progress our drive and commitment to being an outstanding police
force for neighbourhood policing through the College of Policing Modernising
Neighbourhood Policing Programme.

This application divides the planet into 3x3metre squares. Each square has its own unique three-word address. It can
be accessed on any internet-enabled phone and means anyone who is lost can pinpoint their location.

16
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Reducing demand in repeat locations and tackling local issues that matter to our
communities, using our highly effective partnership problem solving approach, is a
continual focus and there will be no let-up in our commitment to this. Our key focus is
on reducing hospital demand.
The CONNECT partner IT system development plans are progressing well. This will
enable agencies to share information digitally, providing a richer picture for prioritisation,
tasking and assessment of threat, harm and risk. This system will improve the sharing
of information with partner agencies to jointly manage high demand localities, offenders,
repeat vulnerable victims, ASB and early intervention.
We have continued our regular public safety armed police patrols at various events
across the County throughout the year, despite there being no specific threat to any of
our communities or public events in South Yorkshire. These enhanced patrols will
continue especially on the run up to the Christmas and New Year holiday season (and
beyond) to offer not only reassurance to people enjoying various events but being in a
position to respond to any spontaneous incidents should they occur. We encourage
everyone to remain vigilant and report anything suspicious.
5

COMMUNICATION PLANS / CONSIDERATIONS
SmartContact: The force’s new contact management IT system, SmartContact was
successfully launched at Atlas Court on 13th November 2018 replacing older out of date
systems for answering calls for service and managing incidents and demand. The full
benefits of the new system are expected be realised over the coming months.

6

EXCEPTION REPORTING
None.
Chief Officer Lead: Assistant Chief Constable David Hartley
Report Author: Chief Inspector Darren Starkey
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Agenda Item 17
PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD
OF THE SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER
18th DECEMBER 2018
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE
SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN AND THE PROMOTION OF CHILD WELFARE
CHIEF OFFICER LEAD: ACC TIM FORBER
REPORT AUTHOR: D.SUPT MEL PALIN

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT
In June 2018, a report was presented to the board evidencing South Yorkshire
Police’s compliance with its obligations to safeguarding children and the promotion of
welfare under section 10 and 11 of The Children Act 2004.
The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the work being undertaken to
Safeguard Children and promote Child Welfare in particular relating to work being
undertaken with partners.

2

SUMMARY OF OPTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND DECISION REQUIRED
The OPCC is recommended to consider the information provided.

3

BACKGROUND
Children’s Act 2004
Section 10 of the Children’s Act 2004 requires each local authority to make
arrangements to promote cooperation between the authority, each of the authority's
relevant partners and such other persons or bodies who exercise functions or are
engaged in activities in relation to children in the local authority’s area, as the authority
considers appropriate. The arrangements are to be made with a view to improving the
well-being of children in the authority’s area – which includes protection from harm
and neglect alongside other outcomes.
Section 11 of the Children’s Act 2004 places duties on a range of organisations and
individuals to make arrangements for ensuring that their functions, and any services
that they contract out to others, are discharged with regard to the need to safeguard
and promote the welfare of children.
Section 13 of the Children’s Act 2004 requires each local authority to establish a Local
Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB) for their area and specifies the organisations
and individuals that must be represented on the Board.
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The police are subject to the section 11 duties set out below. Under section 1(8)(h) of
the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 the Police and Crime
Commissioner must hold the Chief Constable to account for the exercise of the latter's
duties in relation to safeguarding children under sections 10 and 11 of the Children’s
Act 2004.
It should be noted that each of the 4 Local Authorities in South Yorkshire undertakes a
section 11 assessment across all agencies to ensure that their duties are being met.
Though there is not a designated time period in legislation, they are often completed
every two years. South Yorkshire Police has contributed to each of these
assessments.
Previously a report was provided evidencing how this is supported within South
Yorkshire.
4.

UPDATE
The Children and Social Work Act 2017 introduced new regulations for multi-agency
safeguarding, this included changes to the governance structures currently provided
by Local Children’s Safeguarding Boards. The new structures are required to be in
place by September 2019 with plans being published by June 2019.
This will see a move away from Local Authorities having the responsibility for the
coordination arrangements to safeguard children and promote their welfare. The
responsibility will instead sit jointly with the Local Authority, the local Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) and the Police.
The act removes the requirement for Children’s Safeguarding Boards with an
obligation that the three strategic partners will develop an arrangement that meets
local needs. This will include links to a number of named relevant agencies such as
Education.
These arrangements must include independent scrutiny and an annual report, which
details the activity of the partnership.
The amendment will also see changes to the way in which serious case reviews and
child death reviews are managed.
These changes have now been incorporated in to the recently published Working
Together 2018 guidance.
Doncaster, Barnsley, Rotherham and Sheffield are working in partnership to develop
structures that will continue the ongoing good work and maximise the effectiveness of
services in providing improved outcomes for children.
As detailed in my previous report partnerships across South Yorkshire are well
established and are working well. They have robust Governance structures with good
participation from the key agencies.
Safeguarding boards are underpinned by subgroups that monitor key areas of
children’s safeguarding such as performance, policy and practice.
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Partnerships have clear pathways for information sharing and referrals with effective
escalation polices and environments which welcome professional challenge.
Examples of working in partnership can be seen across the force. One example
relates to a teenager who was a victim of sexual exploitation, was continually being
reported missing and had been subject to numerous placements that had broken
down due to their behaviour and aggression. The matter was appropriately escalated
and a meeting held including senior managers. A bespoke plan was implemented with
support from a number of agencies. This has now led to the child engaging with
services and reduced missing episodes. This type of intervention occurs regularly with
agencies developing plans that are tailored to meet the needs of the individual.
RECENT WORK
In May 2018, South Yorkshire Police realigned protecting vulnerable people teams to
local management from a central management structure. This means that local senior
managers in policing who understand the structures and needs of both the community
and the partnership have the ability to utilise resources to meet the demand within
their area. It is envisioned that consistency in partnership liaison and relationships will
better support the coordinated approach to safeguarding and child welfare whilst
providing links with other areas of business such as adult safeguarding and
community safety.
The restructure has led to an increase in police resources allocated to the
investigation of child abuse and child safeguarding.
The embedding of new staff within the structures and the building of new relationships
has been carefully managed in order to minimise the impact on the delivery of child
safeguarding.
The new structure will see the re-establishment of safeguarding officers whose role is
to work closely with partners to safeguard children and improve their wellbeing. This
will lead to further improved partnership working and is welcomed by Children’s
Services.
In recent months, South Yorkshire Police have reviewed their children’s referral
document to improve the information provided to Social Care, this involved
consultation with other agencies to ensure that the information provided improved their
ability to respond effectively to the needs of the child.
ONGOING WORK
South Yorkshire police continue to seek to improve their ability to work in partnership.
This has recently involved an increase in the number of staff working within the multiagency safeguarding hubs across the Force. In addition, training has been provided to
both new and established staff to improve their understanding of their responsibilities
in relation to partnership working, safeguarding and improving the welfare of children.
All Local Authorities have been considering their response to child neglect, this is work
that is ongoing with a view to recognising the long term impact on a child’s physical,
emotional and academic development. South Yorkshire Police are working closely
with Social Care to understand the police role in child neglect and to promote a
common understanding of the threshold for criminal neglect.
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In recent times it has been recognised on a National level that the exploitation of
children is not limited to sexual exploitation and that there are many children who are
also subject to criminal exploitation. This can occur on a local level or on a wider level
and can see children exploited across County boundaries, commonly referred to as
County Lines. Partnerships are working together at a local level to raise awareness of
this type of abuse and to ensure that structures and policies are in place to support
and protect such children in a similar way to those subject of sexual exploitation. All
local areas have now incorporated this element of abuse into their local multi agency
accountability meetings both at a strategic and operational level to ensure that the
welfare of children is at the heart of practice. Work is ongoing to develop a Joint
Multiagency Countywide Child Exploitation Strategy.
Partnerships are working to improve their response to Female Genital Mutilation
(FGM) reinforcing awareness and referral mechanisms for disclosure. This has
involved the securing of a number of FGM protection orders.
GOOD PRACTICE
South Yorkshire Police work closely with partners to undertake reviews in cases
where it is considered that a child has suffered or had the potential to suffer harm in
circumstances where better intervention by the partner agencies may have meant a
different result. The outcomes from these reviews is captured and used to inform
future learning and practice.
Multi agency dip sample case audits are undertaken by managers to consider whether
policies and procedures are adhered to at an operational level and whether outcomes
for children could have been improved. This also seeks to identify good practice and
areas for improvement.
Sheffield University in collaboration with South Yorkshire Police are providing the
opportunity for staff to secure a Post Graduate diploma in Vulnerability Crime, which
improves the students understanding of the impact that this type of crime has on
victims. This understanding allows for staff to better support victims. Thirty five staff
have already completed this course with a further nine staff attending in January 2019.
A number of staff have now progressed to complete a master’s degree.
South Yorkshire Police training department provide joint training for specialist child
abuse investigations to both police and social care allowing for shared learning and
improved understanding of roles and responsibilities and how by working together the
outcome for the child can be improved.
Partnerships provide multi agency training to support continuous professional
development and cohesive working. Partners have been involved in police training. An
example of this is training provided in relation to strategy meetings and safeguarding
thresholds.
CHALLENGES
The requirement on all services in relation to child protection, child abuse and child
welfare continues to rise. South Yorkshire Police have seen a significant increase in
relation to the number of cases reported both recent and historic. Child safeguarding
remains a priority in respect of resourcing with clear structures in place to understand
this demand and monitor service delivery.
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Nationally there are challenges in relation to the capacity of services to support the
number of children in need of emotional and mental health support. This is an area
that continues to be considered in future plans for improvement.
The number of children who are vulnerable due to missing episodes continues to be a
cause of concern. Work is ongoing to develop the ability to be able to better support
children who are missing from care (looked after children) with a partnership protocol
developed in relation to carers responsibilities. The purpose of this is to ensure that
children go missing less often, are returned to safety as soon as possible and by the
appropriate means. The ambition is to improve the problem solving approach to
children who go missing.
Many areas across the Country have adopted Encompass. This is a process by which
schools are advised where a domestic abuse incident may have had an effect on a
child. The purpose of this is for the school to be aware should there be any additional
needs of the child due to the incident. South Yorkshire police are looking to secure the
support of local agencies to introduce this across the County.
5.

RECOMMENDATION AND DECISION REQUIRED
The police are subject to duties under section 10 and 11 of the Children’s Act 2004.
Under section 1(8)(h) of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 the
Police and Crime Commissioner must hold the Chief Constable to account for the
exercise of the latter's duties in relation to safeguarding children under sections 10
and 11 of the Children Act 2004.
Members of the Public Accountability Board are recommended to consider the
information provided.
Chief Officer Responsible:

ACC Tim Forber

Report Author:

D.Supt Mel Palin
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Agenda Item 18

Independent Ethics Panel Exception Report
Exception Report

Report Author
Chair of the Independent Ethics Panel

Independent Ethics Panel

Date of the Report
10 December 2018 (for PAB on 18
December)

No
Urgent:
Restricted: No

Exceptions
The IEP assists the Commissioner in understanding the progress being made in delivering
the ‘Fair Treatment’ strategic priority of his Police and Crime Plan. The Panel last met on 13
November 2018.
Reports to the Independent Ethics Panel – exceptions for noting
Hate Crime
The Panel receive a Hate Crime update report twice a year from Supt Sarah Poolman. The
report received in November set out the recommendations of the HMICFRS thematic
inspection ‘Understanding the Difference – the initial police response to hate crime’,
published in July 2018. South Yorkshire Police (SYP) had undertaken a self-assessment
against all the recommendations, including those not assigned to Chief Constables.
Recording is crucial, and the Panel reviewed the efforts made by SYP to flag hate crime
correctly, expressing the hope that the introduction of Smart Contact will strengthen the
accurate identification. The Panel was also told about the bespoke package for face-to-face
training, developed in the absence of a national package. This has now been followed by
SYP’s involvement in the development of a national training package, which was due to be
launched at the end of November in Sheffield. The Panel agreed that M Ismail should
become the Single Point of Contact for Hate Crime and take a look at the new training
package.
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Independent Ethics Panel Exception Report
Against a background of continuing increases in reported hate crime (albeit that the rate of
increase slowed to 20% in the 12 months to September 2108, when compared with the
previous 12 month period), members complemented the Force on the self-assessment and
noted that the Force appeared to be in a good position.
Members will review the Hate Crime action plan and Strategy as part of their next half-yearly
update.
Diversity, Equality and Inclusion Update
SYP’s workforce continues to shrink, with reductions in the last 12 months occurring mostly
amongst police officers and specials. In contrast, the volume of police staff has increased by
almost 100 people and volunteers are also now building in number. A discussion took place
around the reason for the reduction in the number of specials. One possible explanation is
that a number of specials use that platform to progress and become police officers.
In relation to staff grievances, Inspector Simon Mellors informed the Panel that SYP had
commissioned a Peer Organisation Audit of its grievance system earlier in 2018. The Audit
made six recommendations, all of which are concerned with improving record-keeping and
monitoring effectiveness and clarity of policy.
15 grievance complaints have been received during the year to date. Of those 15, 5
concerned bullying accusations, and 5 terms and conditions disputes. The Panel noted the
absence of grievance complaints with links to protected characteristics of ethnicity, faith and
sexual orientation, but it also noted that grievances relating to ways of working (flexible
working, career breaks, secondary business interests) may be gender-related, and disabilitylinked grievances focus on applications for reasonable adjustments and ill-health retirements.
The Panel also discussed the Force’s retention and attrition rates for the 2017 Cohort. In the
period, 2016 to date, six officers have left the service during their initial training programme.
In all cases, the officers have chosen to resign. All six are male, white and of British
ethnicity.
A further fifteen individuals progressed through their basic training but left the service at
some stage in their probationary period and before being confirmed in post. Among the
group of fifteen, one has ethnicity other than white, four are female and one disclosed being
lesbian, gay or bisexual. When categorised by the district to which they are posted, three left
from Sheffield, three from Doncaster, two from Rotherham and seven from Barnsley. This is
at odds with the staffing of the four districts and has been brought to the attention of the
Barnsley Commander. The Panel agreed that a 95% retention rate after 2 years was
positive.
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Independent Ethics Panel Exception Report
Evidence-Based Investigation Tool
The Panel has begun to look at ethical issues raised by the introduction to policing of new
technology. On this occasion, the Panel received a presentation from Detective
Superintendent Una Jennings on the Evidence Based Investigation Tool (EBIT). EBIT is a
new risk approach to suspect management. It helps Forces to decide which suspects to
prioritise by improving processes, understanding risk and prioritising resources. In response
to a concern raised by the Panel, D/Supt Jennings explained that a separate assessment
framework is used by the Force to identify vulnerability. Professional judgement is also
required.
The Panel agreed to consider any ethical issues which may arise and feedback to the Force.
Other new technology
The Panel noted that there were other current uses of new technology, eg an App to obtain
fingerprint recognition. DCC Roberts confirmed that SYP used fingerprint recognition at the
roadside but unlike some forces, had no plans to introduce automatic facial recognition or an
App for fingerprint recognition at the current time.
More broadly, the Panel discussed the potential use of algorithm-assisted decision-making in
policing and the ethical dilemmas surrounding this. Members felt it would be useful to obtain
a better understanding of the legal framework to enable them to produce a set of principles
which could be applied before any work was progressed around artificial intelligence,

Recommendations
The Commissioner is recommended to consider and comment on the exceptions and levels
of assurance provided by the Independent Ethics Panel.

Report author details
Andrew Lockley, Chair of the Independent Ethics Panel
Sally Parkin, Business Manager
Contact details: OPCC, 0114 2964137
Signed:
A Lockley

Date:
10 December 2018
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Agenda Item 19
PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD
OF THE SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER
18 December 2018
REPORT BY THE PCC’S CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND SOLICITOR
POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER DECISIONS

1 Report Objectives
This Report is to provide the Public Accountability Board (‘PAB’) with a record of
decisions taken by the PCC outside of this Board since the last PAB meeting.
2 Recommendations
The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report and to comment upon any
issues arising.
3 Background
The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 sets out the functions and
responsibilities of the PCC.
The Elected Local Policing Bodies (Specified Information) Order 2011 sets out the
requirements of the PCC to publish information about decision-making.
The PCC has a Framework for decision-making by both the PCC and those exercising
delegated authority on behalf of the PCC. It details the arrangements put in place to
enable the PCC to make robust, well-informed and transparent decisions, and hold the
Chief Constable to account. This Framework is currently being updated to accurately
reflect the Commissioner’s revised arrangements around decision making.
Decisions taken by the PCC will primarily arise from discharging his statutory functions
and are likely to include, but not be limited to, the following areas:








Collaboration/partnerships
Strategic Direction
Governance, including policy
Budget setting
Commissioning
Capital programme spend
Asset requisition/disposal

4 DECISIONS
The PCC has made 21 decisions in 2018/19.
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Between 20 November 2018 (the date of the last report) and 11 December 2018, the PCC has
made the following decisions:

Subject

PCC Decision

Commissioner Community
Grant Scheme 2018/19 –
Grants Panel
Recommendations November
2018

Approved allocations from the
Community Grant Scheme
budget for 2018/19 totalling
£36,473.84

Report Author:
Designation:
Contact:

Sally Parkin
Business Manager, OPCC
sparkin@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
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Date
4.12.18

